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Assignment 01. 03 b annotated notes answers

SearchClear searchClosesearchGoogle appmain menu classroom Q. How do I add an appendix in APA style? Was this helpful? 1216 234 print tweets shared on Facebook and none soon assigned. Task 4: Starting March 23, finalize work on learning island learning paths and/or assignments that you haven't completed yet. If your grade is set but you keep turning, you'll keep updating your grades - you've made it through!!! Task 3: As
of March 23, continue working on learning island learning paths and/or assignments that you haven't completed yet. Your grades are on, but if your grades are still set up, we'll update your grades - if you do this week and bump your rating from FW to QW, you might not waste last week - you're almost there!!! Task 2: Continue working on learning island learning paths and/or assignments that you haven't completed yet since March 23.
Rumors are true, grades have been set; However, if work continues to be set up, we will update our grades - doing things this week may not be wasted last week if we bump up ratings from FW to QW - with a few more !!! Challenge 1: Join the zoom meeting on Monday!!! I want to see my face before I leave PCLC! Start working on learning island learning paths and/or assignments that you haven't completed yet, starting March 23.
Rumors are true, grades have been set; However, I will update my grades if the job continues to be set - doing things this week can bump ratings from FW to QW, so don't waste last week - this allows you to do it - I believe you!!! Study continues to work on Reasoning Review II in Ireland. I check this at noon on 06/01. I want you to make some inferences about how teachers feel about COVID-19 and its impact on education. I want to
think about at least three inferences and provide evidence to explain the reasoning behind them. These can be sent to me via email: kkoshler@phoenixclc.org. Study continues to work on Reasoning Review II in Ireland. I check this at noon on 06/01. Complete the attached inference worksheet. Directions are listed at the top of the page. This is a good way to practice gathering evidence to make inferences, although it's a bit different
from what you might be used to. Let us know if you need help. Oz Wizard of Reasoning.pdf continues to work on Reasoning Review II on Research Island. I check this at noon on 06/01. Complete the attached inference worksheet. Directions are listed at the top of the page. Where I practice reasoning.pdf Tuesday's lessons were in reasoning, (P used for attached zoom sessions). We worked quite a bit on these at the beginning of the
school year. However, the score indicates that some reviews are available. This week, 30 people Study on the Island - Reasoning Review II. Like last week, there will be a whole week to complete this task - which means there is a deadline of noon on 06/01. The next week is the last week of school, so everything included in the fourth Qtr grade must be completed by June 5. 8th Grade - Reasoning and Conclusions (1) .pptx
conclusions.ppt study continues to work on the atmosphere and tone practice I on the island - due @ noon on 05/24. Also, spend at least 30 minutes on study island's learning path. Focus on meaning and tone - you can perform multiple sessions on this topic or choose someone else after completing the meaning and tone. Memorial Day - No assignments scheduled - Monday classes have been rescheduled. Continue to work on the
atmosphere and tone practice I on the learning island - due @noon on 05/24. The attached story is a short story called Shirley Jackson's Lottery. I hope you can read the story (everything) and create an attached mood map. Because this activity is subjective, there is no correct answer, but claims must be supported by text evidence. Monday is a holiday and this short story is fairly long, so I won't be assigning a fifth class this week.
You can complete this task on Thursdays, Fridays, and weekends. Lottery (CL) .pdf MoodMapforShirleyJacksonsTheLottery.docx continues to work on the atmosphere and tone practice I on Research Island - due at @noon on 05/24. Complete the attached tone activity. Make sure you are using relevant text evidence to support your answers. Continue to work on the atmosphere and tone practice I on the learning island - due @noon
on 05/24. Select one of the moods/tones listed in connected PowerPoints and create a short paragraph (5-7 sentence goal) that conveys the selected mood or tone. If you need help understanding how to do this, review the full PowerPoints in this week's class. 8_LPSR_MoodandTone (4) .ppt 8th grade - atmosphere and tone.pptx Monday's classes are in mood and tone (PowerPoint used to attach zoom meetings). Our goal is to be
able to recognize a particular mood in the story and identify the tone of the author. Throughout the week, we'll look at a variety of writings to determine how mood/tone affects how your work feels. In addition, we write our own short pieces to show our understanding of how mood and tone can effectively enhance the presentation of the subject. As in the last few weeks, you have been assigned 30 questions to study islands. You have
all week to complete an assignment titled Mood and Tone Practice I - I check it out around noon on 05/24. You can do them all at once, but I recommend you break it and do some work in a day, just be sure you save your progress. Complete the lesson and ask practice questions. 8th Grade - Atmosphere and Tone.pptx 8_LPSR_MoodandTone continues to work .ppt a research island assignment titled Summary III (4) (scheduled
05/17 @ noon). Also, spend more than 30 minutes working. Learning island routes but today there are several topics that are likely to include summaries, depending on the personal learning path - focusing on the category/topic of the summary - you can choose one of them. (Normally I can choose - and if you choose to do so, you can work on other topics when you complete the summary category.) Continue to do the assignment titled
Summary III on Study Island - these are closed by noon (05/17) on Sunday. In addition, I have another summary practice activity attached - don't be put off by the looks - obviously, I don't like the look of this G.O., but it still contains good information - perhaps it's best for you. Read the confusing value, and then create a summary graphic organizer. Summary GO.pdf worthy of confusion.pdf please continue working on an assignment
titled Summary III on Research Island – these will be due by noon (05/17) on Sunday. Also read the attached story is not funny at the airport and then fill out the form let's fill out a summary. I hope the sentence frame of this activity will guide you and help you better visualize what is expected from the summary. Let's write a summary.pdf's no fun at the airport.pdf please continue the assignment titled Summary III on Learning Island -
these are scheduled by noon (05/17) on Sunday. Also, use some of the skills you learned during the lesson to write a brief summary of important events in your life. (You can email me @kkoshler@phoenixclc.org). Lesson 1: This week's lesson is in the summary. (Two PowerPoints used in Monday's lesson are attached.) The score seems to indicate that this is an area that we as a collective seem to struggle with. You understand the
concept, but how to successfully summarize various types of text concisely. So this week we will explore this process and discuss what confuses you and how to overcome the need to write too much. As with last week, you have a 30 question assignment on the research island that you will be on all week to complete. Start working on an assignment titled Summary III - scheduled for Sunday noon (05/17). You can complete all this in
one place; However, my suggestion is to break it for a week and complete some questions at once – just need to save the answers in between. Grade 8 - Summary.pptx Summary (3) .ppt completion of the acquisition assessment on the Learning Island by Sunday (05/10). M.. The learning path will take more than 30 minutes. (10 minutes at a time is fine - you can set a timer.) Continue to work on the acquisition assessment in Study
Island. Sunday (05/10) until 12:00 p.m: Switch it up! (You can print it and write it manually, you can make a copy and manipulate it on Google Or another PDF-friendly program - whatever works the easiest for you). Keep working on evaluating acquisitions on .pdf and opinion switches it up. 12:00 p.m. Attach facts and opinions until Sunday (05/10): I think and I know (you can print it and write it manually, you can make a copy and
manipulate it in Google Docs or other PDF-friendly programs - the easiest work for you). I continue to work on evaluating acquisitions on learning .pdf I know – facts or opinions. Until Sunday (05/10) 12:00 p.m. Attached facts and comments WS (you can print it and write it manually, you can make a copy and manipulate it in Google docs or other PDF-friendly programs - the easiest work for you). The lesson of Monday's .pdf Facts and
Opinions (SI) is titled Facts and Opinions (what's attached is a PowerPoint presentation). Throughout this week, we will be tasked with a variety of activities/assignments focused on the differences between these two terms. I'm sure you're thinking, well, I'm sure you know the difference between fact and opinion. The truth is, most of the time you probably do, but sometimes it can be a little dark. Often you are asked to create
informative/explained essays or configured responses and often I find that your writing contains more comments than facts, more often than not. Hopefully this week's activities will help clarify some of the confusion. Challenge 1: Sunday (05/10) 12:00 p.m. Mission must be completed on Study Island, titled Takeover Assessment - not all facts/opinions, but the key to a good argument is that it can be backed up with factual evidence.
Grade 8 - Facts vs. Opinions.pptx 1. We will continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's article is titled: Culture in the American Southwest. Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. Island Study: Essay Introduction Plan*. Review the lesson first, and then complete the exercise questions. *If you don't see this information in the assignments list, practice collecting
information instead. 1. We will continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's article is titled: Culture in the American Southwest. Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. CommonLit: Do this instead if you need a fire in your like* * assignment list. Wednesday 04/29: 1. We will continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's article is titled: Culture in the
American Southwest. Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. Study the island: spend at least 45 minutes (you don't need to be in one But set a timer) to work on the learning path. 1. We will continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's article is titled: Culture in the American Southwest. Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of
the book of knowledge). 2. Reworks: Cabin in the Woods 1. We will continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's article is titled: Culture in the American Southwest. Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. Learning Island: Adjectives and Adun Practice I. Review the lessons first, then complete the practice questions. 1. As in the last few weeks, we will continue
with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's batch of articles is titled: Nature Under Threat, (Celebrating Earth Day). Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. Learning Island: Spend at least 45 minutes (you don't need to sit down, but set a timer) to work on the learning path. 1. As in the last few weeks, we will continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's batch
of articles is titled: Nature Under Threat, (Celebrating Earth Day). Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. Irish Research: Multimedia Sources. Complete the lesson and then practice. Note: If this item is not listed, do save the animal in ReadWorks. Wednesday 04/22: 1. As in the last few weeks, we will continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's batch of articles
is titled: Nature Under Threat, (Celebrating Earth Day). Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. Respond to the following prompt: How did you spend your time in quarantine? I'd like to write three paragraphs to tell you what you did while you were away from school. Include at least three pieces of anecdotal evidence*. (If you feel creative and prefer to make up wild stories
about how you spend your time, I'm fine as well.) Make sure you're using complete sentences, proper grammar, capital letters, spelling, and punctuation. * Anecdotal evidence: evidence based on personal accounts/experiences. 1. As in the last few weeks, we will continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's batch of articles is titled: Nature Under Threat, (Celebrating Earth Day). Select one article a day to read and ponder
(depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. Irish Studies: Cultural Literature. Complete the lesson and then practice. Note: Do evidence instead of this item listed. 1. As in the last few weeks, we will continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's batch of articles is titled: Nature Under Threat, (Celebrating Earth Day). Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of
knowledge). 2. CommonLit: See Going to School as a Refugee: If you are a student who is generally taking an alternative quiz, take a diagnosis (alt 2) on Study Island rather than the one listed above. 1. As with last week, we will continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's article is a batch of titles: Mental and Physical Health. Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of
knowledge). 2. Common light: As with last week's what my father said by Alan King 1, I'm going to continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's article is a batch of titles: Mental and Physical Health. Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. CommonLit: Kim Roberts' Welcome International Fruit Wednesday 04/15: 1. As with last week, we'll continue with today's
article on ReadWorks. This week's article is a batch of titles: Mental and Physical Health. Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. CommonLit: I am going to continue with today's article on ReadWorks just like last week when Jimmy Santiago Bacca 1 is offering this poem. This week's article is a batch of titles: Mental and Physical Health. Select one article a day to read and
ponder (depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. Common Light: Fog 1 by Carl Sandberg. As with last week, we'll continue with today's article on ReadWorks. This week's article is a batch of titles: Mental and Physical Health. Select one article a day to read and ponder (depending on the direction of the book of knowledge). 2. CommonLit: Where the Coverage Ends Shel Silverstein 1) Today's article on ReadWorks:
There must be an assignment marked as a great poet - choose the last article, read it, and do what the instructions tell you after reading. (If you followed this part of the assignment this week, you should have only one remaining article.) 2) Log on to Study Island - instead of selecting the OH program on the left side of the screen, on the left side of the screen, oh program---&gt; pop-up should have two drop-down menus, the first should
be default to ohio 8th grade standard mastery, and in the second dropdown, ELA---&gt; choose your own adventure today! I'd like to choose three topics that I feel I'm struggling with over the next few days. Send me an email to let me know what category you chose and how you did it - them (you can play game mode if you want). (kkoshler@phoenixclc.org) If you need me, please email me. Hope you all still feel well and healthy! I
miss you. Let me know if you want to FaceTime or something .0). 1) Today's article on ReadWorks: There must be an assignment marked with the Great Poet (National Poetry Month :)) - choose one of the articles and do what the instructions tell you after reading and reading. 2) Independent reading (minimum 30 minutes) - I want you to set a timer (if you can't read for 30 minutes at a time you can break into more than one seat) - and
I want you to read something of your choice, it can be a book, a magazine article, or something online. Please email me a summary of what you read after 30 minutes. *If you need some suggestions on where to find a good short story online, let us know and we'll try to find what you're looking for. One of my favorites is Scarlett Ibis by James Hurst - I found it here: (this whole lesson, you don't have to do that, you can just read the story,
it's long but also momentous!). If you need me, please email me. Hope you all still feel well and healthy! I miss you. Let me know if you want to FaceTime or something .0). Wednesday 04/08:1) ReadWorks should have an assignment marked As The Article of the Day: The Great Poet - Today, choose two articles, read them, and do what the instructions tell you after you've finished reading. If you need me, please email me. Hope you
all still feel well and healthy! I miss you. Let me know if you want to FaceTime or something .0). 1) Today's article on ReadWorks: There must be an assignment marked with the Great Poet (National Poetry Month :)) - choose one of the articles and do what the instructions tell you after reading and reading. 2) ELA learning path (study in Ireland) spend 45 minutes - 1 hour. If you need me, please email me. Hope you all still feel well and
healthy! I miss you. Let me know if you want to FaceTime or something .0). 1) Today's article on ReadWorks: There must be an assignment marked as a great poet (it's national poetry month :)) - choose one of the articles, read it, and tell you what the instructions tell you after you've finished reading. 2) What is a vaccine on CommonLit? There is an assignment titled . If you need me, please email me - I usually respond within a few
minutes unless I am working on another urgent issue. Hope you all still feel well and healthy! Still miss you. Let me know if you want to FaceTime or something .0). Friday 04/03: Complete 20 years on CommonLit. Stop googing Key - I can not help you if you do not know the skills you are struggling with. Note: If you have questions/comments/concerns or want to say hey, you can still use them throughout the week via email or Gmail
chat. Miss you all! Thursday 04/02: Complete characters and plots (1)* on Study Island. Also, spend about 30 minutes on the learning path. Note: If you have questions/comments/concerns or want to say hey, you can still use them throughout the week via email or Gmail chat. Miss you all! *If you don't see this assignment in SI, do elements, themes, and summaries (1Z) instead. Wednesday 04/01Work: Complete the attached air test
exercise, Pluto's Problem. If you do not know the technology you are struggling I can not help you - stop the internet search answer key. Note: If you have questions/comments/concerns or want to say hey, you can still use them throughout the week via email or Gmail chat. Miss you all! Problems with Pluto.pdf Qs on Pluto.pdf Work on Tuesday 03/31: Work on Research Island, Complete Purpose, Audience (1)*. Also, spend about 30
minutes on the learning path. (Thank you to one of you last week - most of you have had a great job meeting or exceeded the time I requested!!!) Note: If you have questions/comments/concerns or want to say hey, you can still use them throughout the week via email or Gmail chat. Miss you all! *If you don't see this assignment in SI, focus on the topic (writing) instead.] Monday 03/30: Write a book through the bar in ReadWorks. If you
do not know the technology you are struggling I can not help you - stop the internet search answer key. I'm not giving this to you as a busy task, I'm giving this so you can continue to practice your reading understanding and composition responses. Note: If you have questions/comments/concerns or want to say hey, you can still use them throughout the week via email or Gmail chat. Miss you all! Friday 03/27: Complete Essay
Organizing Exercise I at Study Island. When you're done, work on the learning path for at least 30 minutes. They're back!!! Get excited!!! Note: You can have a live chat today and throughout the week. If you need to contact us outside of regular school hours (9:30-4:30), please email us at kkoshler@phoenixclc.org. If you want to chat in real time, this feature is available in Gmail and we'll send you a message with you to answer
questions or catch up on :0. Thursday 03/26: Complete the Women of Civil Rights Movement at CommonLit. (In honor of Women's History Month). Note: You can still use live chat during school hours. If you need to contact us outside of regular school hours (9:30-4:30), please email us at kkoshler@phoenixclc.org. If you want to chat in real time, this feature is available in Gmail. Answer any questions with you or catch up with: 0).
Wednesday 03/25Work: Compare and compare 1 and complete transitions on Study Island. Note: You can still use live chat during school hours. If you need to contact us outside of regular school hours (9:30-4:30), please email us at kkoshler@phoenixclc.org. If you want to chat in real time, this feature is available in Gmail and we'll send you a message with you to answer questions or catch up on :0. Work on Monday 03/23:
Complete Context Clues 3 on Research Island. Please, please, please, try this on your own before you define Google – learning how to grasp word meaning using contextual cues is a very important skill that you will use for the rest of your life. I don't encourage you to use Google, but I also don't know that you have that option. Reminder, your Spring Break packet is expected today (03/23) - please email me your answers and essays.
Note: You can have a live chat during school hours. If you need to contact us outside of regular school hours (9:30-4:30), please email us at kkoshler@phoenixclc.org. If you want to chat in real time, this feature is available in Gmail and we'll send you a message with you to answer questions or catch up on :0. Tuesday 03/24: Complete the Great Green Girl at ReadWorks. Read the story and then answer the following questions:
Remember to use RACE when asking configured response questions. (I have assignments assigned to ReadWorks, but I also attached a pdf copy if I can't get into ReadWorks for some reason.) Note: Some of you know how to find the answer key for a ReadWorks assignment. Please don't. It's not about helping you, it's frustrating to me, it breaks down the purpose of learning how to read and understand. Thank you - Kosler
notifications: You can still use them throughout the week, from school hours to live chats. If you need to contact us outside of regular school hours (9:30-4:30), please email us at kkoshler@phoenixclc.org. If you want to chat in real time, this feature is available in Gmail and we'll send you a message with you to answer questions or catch up on :0. Great Green Gulch.pdf Spring Break Packet: Please note that although we will be out of
school, the packet is still scheduled for Monday, March 23. Email us your answers and essays. (kkoshler@phoenixclc.org) I attached a copy of the score rubric so you can understand how the essay will be graded. The end of the quarter is March 27, so you need time to grade this - plan accordingly. Because the work will continue to be published, visit the classes website regularly during extended breaks. Relax and stay safe and
healthy!!! Rubric Scoring and Writing Overview Graphics.pdf 8th Grade SB Packets.pdf Quiz: Reading Verses and Questions for 03/09 - 03/12 - Undying Anne and painter (attached) instructions: Read the verses and answer daily questions accordingly. Students should write their answers at the bottom of the back page of the reading verse. They use the same reading passages for most of the week. (Questions are added on the
allotted day.) Monday 03/09/20: Undying Ann Qs 1-2 (Attached) Wednesday 03/11/20: Undying Ann Qs 5-6 (Attached) Thursday 03/12/20: Vigedy and Qs 7a-7b (Attached) Lessons: After the Quiz, we discussed today's talk and then reviewed our learning goals. We didn't give up working on text evidence, we took a short time to take classes on contextual cues. Based on unofficial polls and SCA scores, this is a tricky topic for a
significant portion of students. (My readers are pretty good, but overall the score is not stellar.) We started with the attached PP - we talked about situations where context clues could be used to help us determine the possible meanings and correct definitions of these words. Students painted to describe sentences. Next, we read the attached passages, and students were instructed to write down every bold word, write down their best
guesses about the definition of the word, and record the contextual cues that helped determine that meaning. Homework: Create a brief description of a sports event training, the event itself, or other difficult moments. Underline four important vocabulary words and circle what you intended as contextual cues for those vocabulary words. 7_SR_ContextClues_WCIPassage (1) .doc 7_SR_ContextClues_PA (1) .ppt vocabulary quiz -
Students should read the direction of each section before completing that section of the quiz. They can use their notes, but they may not use their neighbor's notes, or the Internet :0). Class: Students completed ELA SCA 4 and took science SCA 4. If the students had already completed the ELA SCA, they could work on anything from CommonLit assignments or study islands. Homework: Jackie Robinson's letter to civil rights reads in
the works. Previously assigned, but only one student is reassigned by setting up this task.) Class: None - Students took SCA 4 today. Homework: 5 reasons to be kind to CommonLit - according to science. Previously assigned, but so far no one has completed it.) Lessons/Homework: None - P.E. Day Lessons: After the quiz, we went through today's talk and reviewed the learning goals. Students were asked to work on study abroad
assignments, or they could do what was missing. Homework: 5 reasons to be kind to CommonLit - according to science. Quiz: Clara Barton - Read the verse and answer the following questions. Students were instructed to include citations, evidence underscores, and/or use. If applicable, make up the response. Lesson: After the quiz, we went beyond today's talk, and we reviewed our learning goals. Next we spent some time on the
main question and test preparation through reading passages on the ODE website. The students took this quiz a few weeks ago and overall they did a pretty poor job - we talked about how questions can be expressed and what creates confusion. We practiced a few exams that took strategy, and students tried to convince each other of the correct answer by looking for text evidence to support their choices. Homework: Text structure
on learning island. Quiz: Text Structure (2) Students must read the passage and then answer the following questions: They have been asked to underline their evidence or otherwise provide a brief explanation for their reasoning. Lesson: Students took a little longer to take the quiz today because all four questions are short/configured answers. After that, we went beyond today's word and reviewed our learning goals. Students were
asked to complete a Station One activity assigned for homework last night, but only a few students completed it. Homework: Text structure on learning island. Quiz: Text Structure (1) - Students must read the passage and then answer the following questions: As with all multiple choice quizzes, they should also highlight their own evidence or explain the answers otherwise briefly. Quiz: Read passages and quiz questions for 03/02 and
03/03 - Biofuels (attached) instructions: Read the passages and answer daily questions accordingly. Students should write their answers at the bottom of the second page of the reading verse. They use the same reading passages for most of the week. (Questions are added on the allotted day.) 1st 03/02/20: Biofuel Qs 1-3 (Attached) 2 Days 03/03/20: Biofuel Qs 4-6 (Attached) Biofuel Qs 4-6.pdf Biofuel Passage.pdf Biofuel Qs 1-
3.pdf Lessons: After Quiz, We Went Through Today's Talk, Then Reviewed Learning Goals. Station 3 assignments were delivered again - I didn't score them, but I wanted to see who made progress on them yesterday. It was clear that most people didn't understand the instructions or that they didn't do the work because most people were empty. Therefore, I spent time going back to my duties today to clear up the confusion.
Homework: Start working on the Station One Handout (attached). Station ONE_FINDING Support Text.pdf Lessons: After the quiz, we went through today's talk, then reviewed the learning goals. We continue to look for good text evidence and integrate it into our writing. Today's activity, (as with couples in the last 1-2 weeks), was originally scheduled to be performed in reverse and therefore marked as reverse 3. However, sometimes
you may find that the text and/or activities may be somewhat different. For grades 7 and 8, I want to do a little bit of group discussion to work on my own. We started the activity by listening to this reading of Maya Angelo's Cage Bird: . The students were then instructed to continue the packet as soon as possible as they read the instructions and helped as needed. Homework: Rosa Parks at ReadWorks: Completing my 100th birthday
- this was an old mission but I only set up 3 people to be re-done. Start with a THREE_PUTTING the THREE_PUTTING the .pdf in his sentence. (It's on paper, but also if anyone on this website needs a reading passage.) You can also find today's word on this site - there is a PowerPoint article on the right side of the screen (by learning goals). If you haven't done it yet, you're going to have to work on a Greek mythology essay. This is
the priority of the &lt;&lt;---.&lt;. If you have written an essay, complete punctuation exercises, central ideas and summary exercises, and/or the text structure of study islands. Who is Katherine Johnson? Rosa Parks on CommonLit: On your 100th birthday ReadWorks if you're one of the few people caught up in everything, you can work on a Peter Pan verse on CommonLit - I won't do this rating if you haven't set it in your essay. But I
can give extra credit to the person who completes it. :0) ***A spreadsheet with all the missing assignments is also on this site (below the learning target). This article was last updated on 02/21, so you may have completed some assignments, but the name has not yet been removed. Homework: Letter from Jackie Robinson on Citizenship to ReadWorks Quiz: Read verses and quiz questions for 02/25-02/27 - Greek Mythology
(attached) Guidelines: Read verses and answer daily questions accordingly. Students should write their answers at the bottom of the second page of the reading verse. They use the same reading passages for most of the week. (Questions are added on the allotted day.) Day 02/25/20: Greek Mythology Qs 1-3 (Attached) 2 Days 02/26/20: Greek Myth Qs 4-5 (Attached) Day 3 02/27/20: Greek Myth Qs 6-8 (Attached) Lesson: After
reviewing quizzes and learning goals, we had a brief discussion of our words of the day - feature. Then we get down to business. The two groups (boys and girls) split into each team and we had our evidence toss-down. It was slightly less interesting than I expected - they were more upset than the competition and still have a hard time explaining why their evidence is the best evidence to support their claims. It all worked out
eventually and I felt we got a little more into it as we progressed, but I expect some of the other classes to get more into it. Homework: Text evidence on the study island. (*It is likely to say that you have done this before. This topic was previously; However, I'm looking to be able to complete a new session this week - I can see my score by date at the end of me.) Read back at the excerpts from the three golden apples and weights.
Then review the write prompt on page 4. Find and write down 3-4 pieces of evidence that can support the topics shared in this passage. Prompt.pdf quiz and Greek mythological verses: read verses and quiz questions for 02/18-02/21 - Slaves from the North (attached) instructions: read verses and answer daily questions accordingly. Students should write their answers at the bottom of the second page of the reading verse. They use
the same reading passages for most of the week. (Questions are added on the allotted day.) 1st 02/18/20: North Qs 1-3 (attached) 2 days 02/19/20: North Qs 4-5 (attached) Day 3 02/20/20: North Qs 6-8 (attached) Day 4 02/21/20: Slavery at NorthQs 9-10: Slavery on NorthQs 9-10 Article 9-10 We reviewed what the text structure was and then covered our learning goals. We are continuing to work to find text evidence. Students break
into two groups and prepare for an evidence battle (we decided to go with the boys for girls), read passages, and select the best text evidence to support a given claim (see attached). The battle begins tomorrow. Homework: Text evidence on the study island. (*Since I've covered this topic before, I'm likely to say I've done this before, but I'm looking to complete a new session this week - I can check your score to the end.) STATION
TWO_EVIDENCE THROWDOWN.pdf: We reviewed our learning goals and then started talking about how to find good text evidence. We started with an attached PP slide for Galileo and talked through the differences between the main idea and the supporting details (or the text evidence that supports the main idea). Once the class was completed, students were asked to embark on an attached evidence-finding activity. This was
going to be part of three reverse turns, but I felt that most of the group needed a little more scaffolding than sending them on their own. (We have a few more lessons like this, and perhaps if they understand well enough to do everything on their own, we'll see after a few more guided sessions.) Homework: Finding Independent Declaration Analysis Evidence 1.pdf 8_SR_TextualEvidence_PA (1) .ppt Lessons: After the quiz, we
reviewed our learning goals and talked briefly about the planned lessons. The students begged me to practice their presentation on their Hidden Figures project and so in the end I acquiested. I walked around to help with the finishing touches and the necessary updates. We will choose text evidence tomorrow. Homework: Independent Declaration Analysis Black History Project - Hidden Figures Research Presentation. Instructions and
rubrics can be found on the Google Classroom site by following the instructions. (*This was assigned by Mr. Combs, but Mr. Combs, Mr. Shirley, and Mr. Kosler score other components.) Google Classroom Code: ld6bp4t Lessons: As yesterday, according to the quiz, students were given time to work on their own hidden paintings, The Black History Month Project. These are scheduled for Tuesday and I told them that I would help with
editing and other what else they needed. I walked around in a Google classroom working on a project or helping an individual as requested. They're all looking pretty good :0). Homework: Get the final touch on the Hidden Figures project and declaration of independence analysis on ReadWorks (President's Day). Quiz: Read passages and quiz questions for 02/12-02/14 - through looking glass excerpts (attached). Instructions: Read the
passage and answer daily questions accordingly. Students should write their answers at the bottom of the second page of the reading verse. They use the same reading passages for most of the week. (Questions are added on the allotted day.) Day 1 (02/12/20): Glass Qs 1-3 (Attached) Day 2 (02/13/20): Glass Qs 4-5 (Attached) Day 3 (02/14/20): Glass Qs 6-7 (Attached) Lesson: After quizzes, students were told time to work on
hidden figures, black history month projects. These are scheduled for Tuesday and I told them that I would help with editing and other what they need today. I walked around in a Google classroom working on a project or helping an individual as requested. Homework: Who is Katherine Johnson? Commonit. Class: We reviewed our learning goals through quizzes, and then talked about some obstacles when students understood
reading. Most of the students received a UW on the Smilodon quiz last week so we reread the passage as a class. Students alternately went over the questions because they went to read aloud and I suggested that they suggest reading and testing strategies, (or I suggest them if the students didn't suggest them), and we corrected the quiz. Homework: Complete Reading Work Assignment Rosa Parks: 100th Birthday Lessons: We
end up spending the day reviewing learning goals and we keep working on key ideas. We took classes yesterday, and I assigned a quiz today which meant as a review of the skills picked up during the class, or an application that they (hopefully) said. As it turned out, they were still struggling. Instead of spending only 15 minutes on this, students took most classes practicing and taking classes on Study Island because they were
allowed to try to improve their scores several times on quizzes (it was a research island assignment). When students were satisfied with their scores, they were able to work on the missing Homework: ReadWorks Assignment Rosa Parks: 100th Birthday Lessons: We reviewed our learning goals and explored the main idea lessons (to do on Fridays). Attached is a copy of PowerPoint that students used to identify four steps to help them
determine key ideas in a passage. The students then practiced using steps to identify the main idea of a sample passage called storytelling (Slide 4). Finally, I decided whether I believed the students had still identified key ideas by re-visiting the quiz, or if what they learned in the class needed to adjust their responses. Homework: Rosa Parks in ReadWorks: Read your 100th birthday and write a concise one-sentence main idea
statement. Quiz Instructions: Log in to Study Island and complete the assignment 02/11/20 for the Central Idea and Summary Quiz. Lesson: We had to review our learning goals and then use the paragraphs that students wrote for today's quiz as part of their class on key ideas. However, we had some technical difficulties with our technology today. I need our Apple TV to show powerpoint as well as a couple of our reading verses but
our Apple TV doesn't work. I consider putting materials on the class website but part of the lesson was a guided practice and I can not guide them if they just click on and read ahead or on the wrong slide ... All told, I choose them to work independently of punctuation exercises I and meaningful practices on Learning Island, or they can start their homework on CommonLit. Homework: Complete the night the ghosts enter CommonLit
(11:59 p.m.m Saturday). Read the two verses, and then write one complete sentence for each sentence that explains the main concept of each passage. *They further instructed me not to ask any questions, and did not tell me that they did not understand. I wanted to see them do their best and see how they did it. This is a pre-assessment of today's classes - we revisit two verses after we have completed the class. Main Idea Quiz
Verse.pdf Quiz - Reading Passage for 02/03-02/07: It will be hard to smile at Smilodon (attached). Instructions: Read the passage and answer daily questions accordingly. Students should write their answers at the bottom of the second page of the reading verse. They use the same reading passages for most of the week. (Questions are added on the allotted day.) Monday 02/03/20: Smylodon Qs 1-2 (attached) Tuesday 02/04/20:
Smylodon Qs 3-5 (attached) Wednesday 02/05 /20: Smylodon Qs 6-7 (attached) Thursday 02/06/20: Smylodon Qs 8-9 (attached) Lesson: We learn new works, and we aim to keep working. They were asked to create a good, bold chart of the things that helped them. Understand responses and readings, (e.g., past, race, tips, ABTATO, PETs, too, key ideas, configured responses, explaining evidence, what to do close readers, etc.). I
told them that I needed to finish today and that I would not take any more classes. They did a good job reviewing and exploring the various terms and concepts we regularly use in our classes to help us read and write. Homework: The night the ghosts enter CommonLit (11:59 p.m. scheduled for Saturday 02/08). Quiz prompt: Write 1-2 short paragraphs about your experience of taking responsibility for what's important. (*This is used
for our main idea assignment, so the prompt is intentional, even if it's not overly strict.) Lesson: After reviewing what they were learning, students worked collaboratively to create a new anchor chart. They were asked to create good, bold, charts of things that help them with written responses, (e.g., past, race, tips, ABTATO, PETs, too, key ideas, compositional responses, explaining your evidence, etc.). Homework: Complete the night
the ghost enters CommonLit. Lesson: Winter Guidance Test - When students completed the test, reading worked on one of the following: - Work on Monte Cristo essay homework: The night the ghosts came in from CommonLit. Class: Over the past few weeks, students have been working on excerpts from the Count of Monte Cristo. Attached to the passage (the last page) was a writing prompt asking students to identify topics and
discuss how they evolve through characters, settings, and/or plots. I asked them to write a rough draft of this essay. I also asked them to use the notes, tools, and resources they used and collected during this class. Approximate drafts must be written. Homework: Work on rough drafts. Also, complete the day of the exam on CommonLit. (These grades are in a thinkwave for the six students who have already completed it; if this is not
completed everyone else will receive a UW at 11:59 p.m. Saturday.) Set up a ReadWorks account. Sign up for 8A. 1 using the information below. www.readworks.org/student to 2. Sign in with your Google Account. 3. Enter the class code WWKVHX thank you!!! Quiz - Reading passage for 01/27-01/31: Good night (attached). Instructions: Read the passage and answer daily questions accordingly. Students should write their answers at
the bottom of the second page of the reading verse. They use the same reading passages for most of the week. (Questions are added on the allotted day.) Monday 01/27/20: Good Night Qs 1-2 (Attached) Tuesday 01/28/20: Good Night Qs 3-4 (Attached) Wednesday 01/29/20: Good Night Q s 5-6 (attached) Thursday 01/30/20: Good night Qs 7-8 (attached) Friday 01/31/20: Good night Qs 9-10 (attached) Class Walk: I plans;
However, there were rumours that Dr Brown was coming in for the re-exit of SCA 3, so students arrived at Study Island not to be too involved in the new classes. Dr. Brown never got over it - thus students had the opportunity to work on study island assignments (Summary Exercise II, Convention of Standard English 1, and Character Practice) during the duration of the class. Homework: All of the Study Island assignments listed
above and/or all of the exam day (for those who haven't completed these things yet): I took a class planned for today, but I actually pushed it into tomorrow so that I could address my concerns about the potential gaps we found in every class. We focus on writing. Writing is very important and is a skill that can last a lifetime for students. However, because of this, I feel that students are not as focused as they should be on their reading
understanding. If they can't understand the passage they read, it will be difficult for them to respond to any kind of writing prompt for that passage. I found recently that scores on our daily quiz are dropping over the board and I'm trying to determine why. Are they lazy and do not read verses? Or are they not legitimately understanding the things they read? So today, we pulled last week's quiz - students were alternately reading verses
and we passed and answered all eight of last week's quiz questions together as a group. We worked together to find evidence to support the correct answer, and we made inferences that could remove any answer and potentially be the right choice. Homework: Complete Summary II on Learning Island. Also, working on CommonLit for the night the ghosts came in. Lessons/Homework: None - P.E. Day Classes: Classes are literally
begging all year round to play cahoot! And today was the day I finally gave it. We educated it - I didn't think they played random categories. They fought with multiple contextual cues. They learned new words with fun. Homework: Medicine Practice II at Study Island. Read the January 21 class passage: We reviewed our learning goals and then figured out how to write a topic statement by choosing where we stopped yesterday. The
students initially struggled with this, so we took a step back and went step-by-step together on how we could brainstorm and draw the appropriate topic statements while reading the text. Once everyone settled on their subject, they asked the T.I.P. for a writing prompt and began looking for their own pieces of evidence to back up their points. Homework: TIPping and complete search for evidence. And this is the last call to the missing
operation in the second quarter. We're at a point where scoring it can't be done, but I'm going to do my best to grade anything In-quarters. lessons: We reviewed our learning goals and then worked together to discuss excerpts we read yesterday. (Monte Cristo - January 22 and 24.) Together we created an attached dramatic situation chart. This goes beyond creating theme statements (attachments). Students were asked to take notes
and we discussed possible topics about monte cristo verses. Homework: How to write a theme statement To come up with a possible theme statement for a Monte Cristo excerpt, use a document or note. Also, continue with one of the missing assignments in CommonLit and/or Study Island. 8A - Dramatic Situation Chart.pdf How to Write a Themed Statement.pdf Lesson: Students were asked to pull excerpts from the Earl of Monte
Cristo posted on January 24 (I knew we would need it this week, but I wasn't sure for how many days). I read this passage aloud and the students had to follow. Then, knowing that this was likely a fairly complex text for eighth graders (and a very small part of it), I asked them to re-read the passage and write down a brief summary of what was happening. (I was looking for at least a few sentences.) Once they got used to the text, I
asked them to write a dramatic situation chart - this was something they were briefly re-introduced to. It's a way to help them break down some of what's going on in the text. We will discuss this verse more tomorrow. Homework: Complete dramatic situation charting and/or complete missing assignments in CommonLit. I read a list of seven students who completed griffin and minor canons, and five students who completed Snow
White, and encouraged those not on the list to make this week a priority so that they could get it from their grade books before the end of the second quarter. Quiz: Create a prompt: The teacher asked for suggestions on where to visit for a field trip. Where would you like to go? Now write to convince your readers to adopt your proposal. Class: Some students had to do SCA 3 makeup, so we needed a quiet test environment. So we
used it today as a working day. Students have been encouraged to work on past assignments in a final push before their grades are finalised next week. Students will be able to perform assignments from Q2, but some of the proposals have not yet been completed on Study Island or CommonLit. Homework: ReadWorks assignment excerpted from Martin Luther King Jr's letter from Birmingham City Jail (attached) Quiz - Reading
passage for 01/13-01/16: High minimum wage sparks hope in workers, fears for some businesses (attached). Instructions: Read the passage and answer daily questions accordingly. Students need to write their own answers on the back of reading passages. They use the same reading passages for most of the week. (Questions will be added to me assigned.) Monday 01/13/20: Minimum Wage Qs 1-2 (attached) Tuesday 01/14/20:
Minimum Wage Qs 3-4 (attached) *Wednesday (8A)/Thursday 01/15/20 and 01/1 6/20: Minimum Wage Qs 5-6 (attached) *Thursday (8A)/Friday 01/16/20 and 01/17/20: Minimum Wage Qs 7-8 (attached) *Due to SCA test the quiz got a bit outlandish this week. There are a total of eight questions in this reading verse and this week. Lesson: Students have updated their SCA tracking data. Each student has a Manila folder and inside is
a graph where they were asked to track their SCA scores using a histogram. Students updated their folders with scores for SCA 3 and then briefly answered some questions about their scores. *I still plan meetings with each student about their scores and future needs, but I wanted to start thinking about it now so they don't come to the meeting and say I don't know about all my questions. When they completed this activity I said they
were working on a diagnostic test on the research island. I wanted to get an overview of what they knew and what areas we should focus on most. Homework: Complete diagnostic tests and/or setup exercises on Study Island. Class: None - Students gave a third short cycle assessment of ELA today. Homework: Complete setup exercises at Study Island. They can also work on finishing their SC if they can't finish during today's class.
Lesson: After reviewing my learning goals, I continued to work with three new acronyms that I could use to identify the pieces that should be included in each part/section of the essay. We talked through each acronym (ABTATO, PETs and TOO) and talked about examples of each applicable component. Students were then asked to work on study islands on settings or on nights when ghosts came in from CommonLit. Homework: SCA
3- Good sleep, breakfast and lunch. We also continue to perform all CommonLit assignments. Lesson: We started by reviewing what each character in ABTATO supports (see abtato PETs, a writing guide document labeled January 10). Characters that address the elements required for the entire introductory paragraph. Then Mr. Denson was told that P.E. Homework: Learning Island Assignments - Practice Class Settings: Students
spent a little more time on the quiz today, and when they finished they had to be small East Sea incomplete CommonLit assignments. They also had the option to go on their own learning island learning path. Homework: Complete the night the ghost enters CommonLit. Week of use on 01/06/20: 8th Grade 2018 Released Air Test Packet (Writing Prompt, Sample Answer, Rubrix)***This packet was printed and had to be used for
classes before the winter break. However, I was out sick almost all week before the break and we didn't get to class and obviously the students handing out these packets They write practice essays. If students lost or misplaced packets, they could use them electronically to work this week. I will give it to students who complete essays for doing it in December; However, I think this lesson is worth it, but for me it's too many pages to
reprint packets. Lesson: We reviewed our learning goals and talked in detail about what should be included in each part of the essay. As a class we worked together to compile a list of items we thought we knew. I attached a copy of the finished list (this was not our list, the class copied our list, and this is a more organized list). Finally, we briefly went through the attached writing guide article: ABTATO PETs too. Homework: Use a
compiled list or linked list to compare the list of required elements with the abbreviations in the writing guide. How do I compare (or add up)? Will this acronym help? Some things are good and some things don't deal with it? Quiz: Responds to attached prompts. *I've been told this prompt from other sources (but adjusted) and when it turns out, the students were confused by a few words. The expectation was simply to write a response
they consisted of - maybe half a page - and when I told the quote, I was just trying to keep the race acronym, but there were no reading passages, so I gave evidence from your experience or observations and explained why it fits the side of the debate. Lesson: You have reviewed your learning goals. They then reviewed four sample essays and talked about how individual students scored compared to their actual official scores. We
talked about the benefits of understanding how this essay is scored. Then I took a closer look at the rubric and talked about how to create a checklist of all the elements that it's important to include in different parts of the essay. Homework (see attachment): Students should take a look at the score rubric for informative/illustrative essays and find 6-7 bullet points to go to the introduction. Also, complete the day of the exam on
CommonLit. Rubrix scoring and writing overview graphics.pdf lessons: We reviewed our learning goals and then chose where we stopped in yesterday's class. We discussed the P of T.I.P. more thoroughly and students were asked to review reading passages and come up with three points they would like to discuss if they want to write this essay. Following this we discussed how to use the reporting score rubric (pages 6-7). The
students were then asked to read a sample essay on pages 8-9 and use a rubric to score. *A copy of the packet can be found in a separate publication for lesson 01/07/20 or 01/10/20. Homework: Grade the four sample essays provided. Test On CommonLit (due 01/10/20). Lesson: Students were asked to follow verses 1 and 2 of the attached document as they read aloud. While I was reading, they were asked to take notes, annotate
or create a pyramid of words for both stories. * Students were received these packets before school went out for the winter break – many of them were followed online and couldn't find them in their ELA folders. (Another copy of this packet is available because it owns entities under 01/10/20.) After reading, we briefly discussed similarities/differences, and made general progress in both passages. Then we saw a write prompt. Students
were asked to tip at the prompt. TIP is a new acronym for us, so we did it together. P - Point (T&amp;amp;; I can make about) we just scratched the surface of P today so we will pick it up here tomorrow. I tried to choose three possible points that students could elaborate on. However, I wasn't sure if they understood exactly what they should be looking for in the text. Homework: Test Day on CommonLit (scheduled for 01/10/20). If
you're out on Friday (12/20), it's the contents of the attached winter packet: Rubric ---&gt; Packet Checklist for Parent Letters + Essays, please note that it's on CommonLit - here's the code for 8A: N55BN7 and 8B: R557PW if you don't have an account yet. Have a safe and wonderful winter break!!! 2020:0) Grade 8 packets.pdf parent letters.pdf quizzes: Complete questions 6 and 7 using the reading passages you received Monday.
Do not write on the question sheet. If you left the quiz in the classroom, check your turn in the trash as I should be there if I find it on your table. If you can't find a reading verse - a copy will be available on December 20 - questions from Monday to Thursday will also be published. Lesson: Most of you still have at least one assignment in the last week. Dreamer Excerpt Challenge: Work on one of the following: These are officially
overdue. The front table has a few additional copies for those who are absent, but it's not nearly enough for everyone to have a new packet. Take only if absolutely one is needed. Essays from Friday. This article will be published below December 16 if you need a passageway and a writing prompt ( you can enter it in this handwriting or Google document) even if you don't click on the channel, and you're paying before you leave for the
winter break. The task, titled CommonLit, is that for adolescents, a good mood depends on good sleep, and if you haven't done this, you can also work on this. If you are caught, please work on a learning path on the learning island. If you don't have a learning path, take lessons you haven't completed before. If you know you have to work from the beginning of the quarter, doing that. Finally, if you really, truly get caught up in everything,
I'll have a new assignment posted on CommonLit that will be an additional credit assignment. I haven't decided what it is yet, but if you get caught, you'll know what the new mission is. Everyone should have something to work on. Do not play video games. Use this time wisely. Homework: Nothing from the list above that hasn't been completed yet. I expect you to set something up when I come back. (I don't want to keep piling up on
assignments, but I need to turn around what you owe me.) Quiz: Complete questions 4 and 5 using the reading verses you received on Monday. Do not write on the question sheet. If you left the quiz in the classroom, check your turn in the trash as I should be there if I find it on your table. If you can't find a reading verse - a copy will be available on December 20 - questions from Monday to Wednesday will also be published. Lesson:
Most of you still have at least one assignment in the last week. Dreamer Excerpt Challenge: Work on one of the following: These are officially overdue. The front table has a few additional copies for those who are absent, but it's not nearly enough for everyone to have a new packet. Take only if absolutely one is needed. Essays from Friday. This article will be published below December 16 if you need a passageway and a writing
prompt ( you can enter it in this handwriting or Google document) even if you don't click on the channel, and you're paying before you leave for the winter break. The task, titled CommonLit, is that for adolescents, a good mood depends on good sleep, and if you haven't done this, you can also work on this. If you are caught, please work on a learning path on the learning island. If you don't have a learning path, take lessons you haven't
completed before. If you know you owe me something, even if you work from the beginning of the quarter, do it. Finally, if you really, truly get caught up in everything, I'll have a new assignment posted on CommonLit that will be an additional credit assignment. I haven't decided what it is yet, but if you get caught, you'll know what the new mission is. Everyone should have something to work on. Do not play video games. Use this time
wisely. Homework: Nothing from the list above that hasn't been completed yet. I expect you to set something up when I come back. (I don't want to keep piling up on assignments, but I need to turn around what you owe me.) Quiz: Complete questions 3a and 3b using the reading verses you received yesterday. Do not write on the question sheet. If you left the quiz in the classroom, check your turn in the trash as I should be there if I
find it on your table. If you can't find the reading verse - copy is December 20 - Monday and Questions will also be published. Lesson: Most of you still have at least one assignment in the last week. Dreamer Excerpt Challenge: Work on one of the following: These are the third block for everyone except the past (you will be today 12/17). The front table has a few additional copies for those who are absent, but it's not nearly enough for
everyone to have a new packet. Take only if absolutely one is needed. Essays from Friday. This article will be published below December 16 if you need a passageway and a writing prompt ( you can enter it in this handwriting or Google document) even if you don't click on the channel, and you're paying before you leave for the winter break. The task, titled CommonLit, is that for adolescents, a good mood depends on good sleep, and
if you haven't done this, you can also work on this. If you are caught, please work on a learning path on the learning island. If you don't have a learning path, take lessons you haven't completed before. If you know you owe me something, even if you work from the beginning of the quarter, do it. Finally, if you really, truly get caught up in everything, I'll have a new assignment posted on CommonLit that will be an additional credit
assignment. I haven't decided what it is yet, but if you get caught, you'll know what the new mission is. Everyone should have something to work on. Do not play video games. Use this time wisely. Homework: Nothing from the list above that hasn't been completed yet. I expect to set in something tomorrow when I come back. (I don't want to keep piling up on assignments, but I need to turn around what you owe me.) Class: None - P.E.
Day Homework: Continue working on missing assignments (e.g. dreamer excerpt packets, 12/09-12/12 quizzes) [Young entrepreneurs... Save lives]; Essay from Friday's quiz [Sports Pay...]) Quiz: Pay for sports TV even if you don't click on the channel - read the verse and create a multi-paragraph written response and respond to the writing prompt. Classes - Students must do one of the following: For teens working on sports TV
essays (copies are available from December 12) to complete dreamer activities starting this week, a good mood depends on good sleep on CommonLit homework: complete and choose one of the above items to set on Monday. *All three assignments are scheduled before the winter break, so if a student wants to do more than one task, they can do so. Sports TV Aisles and Writing Prompts.pdf Quiz - Reading Passages for 12/09-
12/12: The Invention of Young Entrepreneurs Can Save Lives (Attached). Instructions: Read the passage and answer daily questions accordingly. Students should write their answers at the bottom of page 3 of the reading verse. They use the same reading passages for most of the week. (Questions are added on the allotted day.) Monday Save Life Qs 1-2 (attached) Tuesday 12/10/19: Save lives Qs 3-4 (attached) Wednesday
12/11/19: Life-saving Qs 5-19 6 (attached) Thursday 12/12/19: Lemonade + Save Life Qs 1-2 (attached) ***The day of the week listed in the upper left corner of the question page does not match the actual date of the day due to last Friday's school holidays. Follow the schedule listed above. Lesson: Students have had to continue working on a pair of dreamer excerpts from yesterday. Students must complete steps 1-3, including
answering the questions listed in step 3 (loose leaf paper). (A copy of the reading packet and question is listed below December 12.) Homework: CommonLit Assignments - For teens, good mood depends on good sleep Lessons: We've crossed our learning goals. We also went through last night's homework - we discussed a place where students could see the connection between learning standards and exam questions. I was shown
a copy of the highlighted document so they could compare their answers. The students were then paired up (attached) for guided reading activities. Homework: Students must complete step 1 (page 2). Class: Most of the group was finalizing plans for the Christmas program, and anyone who wasn't interested in participating quietly performed other assignments. Then we had a mini lesson about the state learning standards (learning
goals) and how the Ohio Airtest questions are written and aligned directly to these standards. We talked about the importance of knowing and understanding learning goals, and then we did an attached sheet that emphasized where students matched standards and questions. Homework: Complete highlighting the attached document. Standard and sorted questions.pdf classes: We had a few businesses to attend to prepare for the
Christmas/Holiday/Winter program. Students brainstormed and discussed presentation plans. Anyone who had no plans to participate in the show could have done another school job or read a book. Homework: Students need to use their new quiz reading verses, young entrepreneurs' products can save lives, to write word pyramids. (A copy of the reading verse will be available in this week's quiz [December 13] - they can draw their
own pyramids or print one from the class website [below on December 4].) Lesson: We reviewed the learning goals and we finished going through the word pyramid. We talked through the remaining questions and then started a new activity called Question Quad. A description (protocol) of how the activity works is attached. In addition, question stems from those handouts, and question probes (person D) are mentioned in
protocols/guidelines. Students can participate in this activity using the completed word pyramid and text. (A copy of football hooliganism Less than December 4) Homework: Complete the evaluation question (1-5) about football hooliganism at CommonLit. Lesson: We ended up with a pyramid word activity. Students fill various sections to the best of their abilities and we discussed various answers as lessons. Each field showed an
example of how you can fill out a form to help you better know what type of information you have. (The finished example is attached, again, there is not a single correct answer - this just serves as a guide.) Homework: Anyone who hasn't done so yet should answer a ratings question about football hooliganism on CommonLit. Word Pyramid Example.pdf Lesson Complete: Graphic Organizer - Use word pyramids to understand
complex text. The students were given an attached word pyramid and we went over to the group what type of stuff goes into each row/section of the pyramid. Then they teamed up to read football hooliganism on the CommonLit website* - they had to take turns reading each paragraph aloud to each other. (Link: Homework: Students must answer five assessment questions about football hooliganism. *Each student must already sign
up for a free CommonLit account using the code provided within the last two weeks. (Instructions are available based on previous assignments.) Football hooliganism.pdf word pyramids.pdf lessons: None - Students had P.E. today. Homework: There were no classes today (12/02), so there is no corresponding homework. Therefore, students must continue to perform any of the assignments that failed to transition this quarter. Grades
are scheduled for Friday (12/05), so if you have time to grade a late task, you'll try to get that grade before Friday. Thanksgiving Packets - Enjoy time with family and friends!!! Students should read the attached passages and answer the following questions: You should also highlight, highlight, or explain/justify your answers to make sure you've made the right choice. I also asked them to add it to the text using the asterisk guide I
received in class. I would love to see them worked with the text. I just don't want random answer circles. I told them this directly and they know my expectations. Students who were not at school during Thanksgiving week should look at less than 11/26 and review assignments they may not have entered yet. I worked with each student this week to tell them what assignments they had missed so they could potentially work during
breaks. I understand that this is family time, but all the assignments are overdue at this point, so in fact it simply provided a second chance to improve my grades. None of this was extra, and it was all the assignments students already needed to complete. Any questions - please email me - 8th Grade Thanksgiving Packet.pdf Lessons: Many students still need to work on their SeaWorld Orca show essays so today was somewhat of a
working day - there was a Friday test on Snow White that they should have worked on if they had caught everything else. Although since I owed some assignments, I went ahead and pushed the deadline for Snow White to work on one of the following assignments: Big Hero 6 Crystals - if they received 'FW' or 'UW' they can go back to the text and highlight the evidence to sort in the correct answers and turn them back into a better
grade. word meaning on the study island. Buckle up! Quiz questions 1-6. SeaWorld Orca Essays (checklist available in the 11/22 quiz). CommonLit Challenge: Griffin and Minor Cannon (coming 11/22). Friday's test: Snow White (scheduled for 11/26). Homework: CommonLit has an assignment: Snow White (scheduled for 11/26). Quiz: Why vote on Tuesday, November Students should highlight, highlight or explain their evidence (so
make sure they've chosen the right response). They should use R.A.C.E. to help answer configured answer questions (9 and 10). Why do we vote on Tuesday in November.pdf quiz: Students should read the attached articles and start responding to essay prompts. (This will obviously continue for the duration of the lesson so we will take longer than the 10 minutes normally allowed for the quiz.) Class: Students continued to work on
essays in today's quiz and/or one of the assignments still owed to me. I walked away helping them carry out their mission in need. Many students also participated in Thanksgiving preparations. Homework: Students must continue working on their essays and have a CommonLit assignment scheduled for tomorrow. Quiz: Yesterday's essay and today's quiz shuffle. Students should perform their own edits to ensure that they have all the
necessary components for their essays. SeaWorld Writing Checklist.pdf: Students have been taking SC for days and have reviewed a bit of where they left off their previous assignments. I had students take out their Columbus passage with a comment on it, and we had finished answering the suggested (5W) question at the bottom of their comment guide. Students pulled out copies of everything on a summer's day and tried to inform
them about it using guides and examples made from Columbus verses. (Copies of all documents can be found within November 13.) Homework: Students should annotate and continue to perform assignments on CommonLit. (The CommonLit subscription code will be listed below November 20.) Lesson: None - Students had a morning to complete Social StudiesSCA 2. When the task was complete, there was a list of other tasks that
you could work on. Complete SCA 2 and big hero 6 questions 1-8 complete word meaning assignments in Study Island (more than 70% pass) work on learning paths in Study Island (with instructions attached to them) and start working on published assignments. There was also a homework assignment that Mr. Shirley could work on: the kitchen of a colonial family ---thredic homework for the heart of a colonial family: a mission to
Griffin and minor Canon Commonite (scheduled for 11/22). Quiz: Students have used buckle-up! Google will start testing driverless cars this summer and the passage they received Friday, (copies can be found on 11/15/19), to answer questions 6A &amp; 6B. Lessons: Students spent the morning working at SCA 2 for social studies. If you finish early, you might be solving missing assignments or on other school-related sites (e.g.
Study Island, Alex, etc.). Homework: Students should complete the SCA and perform an assignment titled Meaning words on the study island. Quiz: Students have used buckle-up! Google will begin testing driverless cars this summer and the passage they received on Friday, (copies can be found on 11/15/19), to answer questions 4 and 5 (attached). Class: Some students were finishing SC today. Meanwhile, other students can start
their study path on the island of study, an assignment called Study Island's Word Meaning, an essay (if not completed/set) or homework (attached). Homework: Hello, My name is
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Class: None - Students were getting
short cycle assessments today, so we didn't have one. Homework: Complete the SCA through Study Island. Class: None - Students were getting short cycle assessments today, so we didn't have one. Homework: Complete the SCA through Study Island. Quiz: Students had to answer 7 and 8 (attached) using the Big Hero 6 verses they received on Monday (copies can be found under 11/11/19). Class: I picked up where I left my
place yesterday and finished my analysis of the Columbus Passage (less than 11/12 copies). The students showed the Columbus verse as an additional note, and I explained that while we can pass all those thoughts in our heads, during the exam we obviously don't have time to write all those thoughts. He then explained that another way to close the reading and create a note is to sound field the text. The students were then guided
to the attached notes (we went together), then showed a booked version of the Columbus verse. I had copied the comments into their copies of the text so that students could understand how the comments were intended They used to be able to refer back while learning how to do Eno on their own. Homework: Using the asterisk guide students received in today's class, students were asked to try it for their own, using all the passages
from the summer day. Quiz: Students had to use the Big Hero 6 verses they received on Monday (copies can be found under 11/11/19), and 5 and 6 (attached) to answer questions. Lesson: First, we reviewed last week's quiz question and made sure everyone got the right answer. (We also discussed why they were the right answer.) Then I started a new task: understanding complex text. The students were asked to show the
attached verse, read it and write a sentence about what the hero was doing. Most students felt confused and didn't have enough information to properly understand the passage. The student then re-marked the text with the added text feature. Students were asked to read the verse again, this time an introduction was added and they have now recorded what the hero is doing. We discussed the importance of reading rather than
skipping text features when they are available for specific reading passages. We will continue this verse tomorrow. Homework: Read my comments on the essay and work on the proposed revisions. Quiz: Students had to use verses below 11/11/19 to answer questions 3 and 4 (attached) using the Big Hero 6 verses they received yesterday. Quiz: Students were asked to start an attached assignment. Lesson: I'm writing an organic food
essay. Homework: Complete a linked ReadWorks assignment. TGA and Peace Monument.pdf for the quiz, 11/04-11/08 Week: 5. Part A: C Part B: Buying organic doesn't necessarily mean more health and nutritional benefits, she said. Or is it actually better for you? she said. I'm going with no. Quiz: QuickWrite 7 - Students came and started working on this assignment but planned to take over in class; However, the students were not
expected to be completed because they had PE today. Students can and are encouraged to do this for homework, but they won't collect it until the end of this week. Class: None - P.E. Day Homework: Finishing the SCA Practice Class: We read reading passages as a group and began breaking down the attached writing prompts. We talked about .C R.A.E. to organize responses. Students can perform R (real estate) and A(nswer)
parts very easily. We want to focus on E (xplain)/E (labor). (We don't even ignore the C [ite evidence] piece.) After brainstorming and group discussions, students had to start writing. You must enter the final product and send it to me via email (or print and forward). Homework: Multi-unit response. Organic food reading passages.pdf organic food writing prompts.pdf quizzes: using reading passages such as Tuesdays, (copies are
available. 11/05), students answered the following question: The following question has two parts: First, answer Part A. Then, in Aisle 2 of Answers to Part B. Part A, what is the connection between consumer dogs and organic food sales? The high price of organic food is what prevents consumers from buying it. Consumers believe that organic foods are the best way to add nutrition to their diet. The health benefits of organic foods are
directly related to what consumers buy. Consumers between the ages of 20 and 30 are most likely to buy organic food. Does the paragraph in Part B 2 support this connection? Section 13 18 Paragraph 19:23 There are two parts to this question. First, answer Part A. Then, in Part B. Part A Table 1, select one sentence that the authors of Table 2 will agree to. Supermarkets usually have two sections in the produce aisle. Products with
multiple ingredients must contain at least 95% organic content. (Section 3) A 2012 study found no real difference between organic and conventional foods in nutritional terms. (Section 6) Organic crops contain 17% more antioxidants on average than traditionally grown crops. (Section 8) Part B says that if you choose an excerpt from Passage 2 that supports Part A. 22 Lisa Herzag's answer, common sense says it would be better to eat
foods with fewer pesticides, but not enough to justify paying much more. 23 that buying organic doesn't necessarily mean more health and nutritional benefits, she said. The pesticide content will be higher with conventional agricultural products, but it is still at a safe level. 24 Herzag said that buying organic food from people who consistently eat it is an emotional satisfaction to know that they are taking steps to improve themselves and
the environment. 25 Is it actually better for you? she said. I'm going with no. Quiz: Using reading passages like yesterday (less than 11/05 copies), students answered the following question: The author in section 1 chooses two ways to distinguish organic and conventional foods: Read this sentence in Paragraph 2, Paragraph 16, by listing the requirements for organic food set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and providing
information in a study published in the Anyeonnary of Natural Affairs, explaining what the aisles of generic supermarkets look like by referring to the amount and type of nutrients contained in a product. Mintel, a market research firm, realized a study last week that showed that a crowd of young consumers, the fickle Generation X and millennials, were certainly cynical about the high prices charged on organic products. What words can
replace the word cynical because they are used in sentences? apparent resignation suspiciously vague Students were asked to read the attached passages and answer one multiple choice question today. We will work with these verses for the rest of the week - the first reading of the day was simply to get students familiar with the scriptures. What is the connection between 6 and 7 in Aisle 1? Section 6 describes the results of
scientific studies, and paragraph 7 discusses the results of informal surveys of consumers. Section 6 provides support for the acquisition, and paragraph 7 provides a opposing view of the acquisition. Paragraph 6 explains the cause of the discussion, and paragraph 7 provides concrete evidence of a solution. Paragraph 6 presents the author's point of view, and paragraph 7 explains the public's point of view. Organic food reading
passages.pdf: After reviewing learning goals, students resumed writing-pair sharing activities from yesterday. After completing this task, they started working on how word choice contributes to meaninggraphic organizers. Homework: Students must complete the remaining classes. We were meant to start our lesson with a discussion on QuickWrite 6.pdf but we didn't have a very informative conversation because the three had work:
word choice.pdf tone, meaning notes - catchers, quizzes - the importance of reading and reasoning for the next direction - eighth grade, classes. Therefore, we reviewed our learning goals and then started a connected Think-Fair-Write activity. Homework: Learning Island Assignments - Reasoning Exercises Writing - Pairs Share Notes - Catchers.pdf Quizzes - Inference Exercises As Always, Students should identify the correct
responses and highlight their evidence. Class: After reviewing their learning goals, students chose where they left off with yesterday's jigsaw activity (forms can be found on October 29). Students returned to the home group to share their learning with other group members. Students had to fill out the remaining columns/rows with information collected by other group members. They then had to answer a final question on the form about
what Ha's description of her family reveals about her. Next, students received a new QuickWrite assignment. QuickWrite 6 is a bit trickier and more involved than previous QuickWrite. They were provided with .C.A.E. G.O., which they can use to plan and write responses. It's also a good idea to use the P.A.S.T. strategy to break down the prompts because they're slightly less straightforward than previous QuickWrites. They had time to



work in class and would have had ample opportunity to ask questions about it before leaving today. Whether they don't finish or not, you have to work on your homework. R.A.C.E.. PDF Quick Write 6.pdf Quiz - directions and reading verses attached. Lesson: You have reviewed your learning goals. Then I read the poetry selection aloud again. Here are some important details. Then we did some of the jigsaw activity. The students
were a group of four and had to choose one character to focus on. Then we had to create a row related to the character. We will call it 2 tomorrow. Homework: Research Island assigned to jigsaw recording forms.pdf the 1st Stone Project - Building Background Web Quests and Research students are welcome to use the additional sites they choose, but should be used to collect ioaba.weebly.com their information. Lesson: Use
R.A.C.E. to complete QuickWrite 5. We reviewed our learning goals and then read pages 48-60 aloud at their request. Accordingly we practiced R.A.E. together using a writing prompt .C QuickWrite 5. I've attached a copy of the QuickWrite 5 instructions as well as notes we had together in class today. (Every page of text can be found on this site through various previous assignments.) Page 60 allows all city/pages to be included in
this QuickWrite assignment. Homework: Complete quick writing 5. R.A.C.E. 8A.pdf QuickWrite5.pdf today I was sick, so students were able to work on worksheets and projects. All first quarter projects are scheduled for 10/28. Quiz: Read the attached verse and add it to Echu (what's in the name). Lesson: I reviewed my learning goals and then practiced my P.A.S.T. using quiz passages. We worked collaboratively to talk about how to
fill graphic organizers and elaborate when you don't have a lot of background. We talked about how to take out the evidence, especially related to the prompt, and explain more about it. I raised the question, what background information can your readers need? In this case, you need a general understanding of what a pen name is to get a reason for someone else to use it. Homework: We will continue to work on the Q1 project (10/28
expected). What's in the P.A.S.T.pdf name .pdf Central Idea - Eighth Grade.pdf Lessons: We reviewed learning goals and then proceeded with some discussion questions as part of our efforts to link the novel to information text. At the end Doc Rap and our novel covered part of the same period and students were asked to consider how the actual events described in the text could affect Ha and her family. Students were asked to go to
a group and answer their questions and final questions about the note, (a copy can be found on October 22). Homework: Continue working on the primary Qtr project. Students must have a habit of underlining evidence to prepare for the state exam at the end of the year. How to select the correct response and/or remove the wrong response. *Students didn't receive page 4 - they scanned the assignment before deciding to leave that
page in today's quiz. We reviewed learning goals and then received a new graphic organizer titled Students Three Things: 8th Grade Quiz.pdf 8th Grade Quiz, 2011 Class. Row notes - catcher. Students were placed in groups, and rows were assigned to each group. They had to work together and expected to answer only the questions in the assigned rows. At the end of the students, they had to get up and find people with different
rows to discuss the answers to each question. Homework: Students were asked to fill out the first page of the document lab with the last question and note page. Create a second page while we're together tomorrow. Homework: Students should read the passage and the prompts in the following articles: You should then use the P.A.S.T. graphics host to explode the prompt and create an introductory paragraph that resolves the
specified prompt. Quiz - The central idea of the information text should be to select the correct answer as usual and underline/explain the evidence. Lesson: None - P.E. Day Quiz - Context Clues. In addition to choosing the correct answer, students should underline and explain their evidence/reasoning. 8th Gr. Context Clues.pdf Classwork: We have a primary qtr. You passed the learning goals associated with the project, and then
you sent a class period to participate in the project. The project is scheduled for 10/28/19, but you can set it up early if you choose. (Copies of the project are listed as self-allocations with a 10/28 deadline.) Lesson: We reviewed our learning goals, and then the students were asked to take out a packet of Vietnam War readings. I intended to read this text with them, but they decided to read it themselves. They were expected to write
key statements/comments for every paragraph. I circulate and help students clarify their understanding. Homework: If you don't finish a comment, you'll need to complete it tonight. Study Island also has at least some challenges to try. It's in making inferences. Class: I was called out of the room for a meeting so someone could cover my class while I was away. Students worked on morning quizzes and study islands. When I returned
we reviewed the learning goals and we went through some discussion questions regarding Section 5 of the Vietnam War Bracket (a copy can be found in Sept. 27). Homework: Students make an early reading of doctor's rap at the end of Section 5 and can also find at least three that exist in the articles that have come up in our novels. Lesson: Students were given mid-unit assessments again and we got answers. The students
showed the student who made an example of the answer question written at the end of the exam - this was the student who received full ed for the given response. Students were able to work on QuickWrite 4 (which was last night's sleep) or get a learning path on the learning island. Homework: MLK Junior Reading Aisle Nobel Peace Prize - MLK Jr. pdf 8th Grade - Reasoning 7.pdf Lessons: Reviewed Learning Goals. Student You
can work with double arrow graphics organizers. (A copy can be found below on Thursday, October 10.) They should now have a filled bottom and top arrows. We went through a few discussion questions and students were able to start their homework or work on a learning path on the study island. QuickWrite 4.pdf IOABA page 42-47.pdf: Reviewed learning subjects. They then went through a few discussion questions - students had
to look for evidence and explain how the response applies. Students also had to perform text evidence assignments at Study Island. Along with answering multiple choice questions, students were instructed to turn over their papers and write their own paragraphs. It offers some suggestions, but it may be on any topic: sports, animals, recipes, books. Lesson: Students were asked to skim pages 22-41 of our novel. (A copy of this page
can be found below Wednesday, October 2.) They had read this section before but it was for a while. We asked some discussion questions about what was happening in the story. Then we reviewed our learning goals. Next, the students were given a double arrow graphic organizer and asked to focus at two o'clock to fill the bottom arrow. Double Arrow Graphics Organizer.pdf Main Idea WS.pdf Class: We had about one-third of our
students in today's class because of career day/teacher shadows. Our classes include quite a lot of work with fiction and it was important that students don't miss it; For that reason, I gave them a short allocation to text evidence on the research island and let's see when those who otherwise remain can catch up on the missing work. We also conducted fire drills today, spending all day. Class: None - Students didn't have to complete
the short cycle assessment they started yesterday - today it turned into a working day - students who finished early were able to work on other assignments, homework, etc. Class: For last night's homework, students were forced to start work on QuickWrite 3 - (apes can be found in homework on October 2); However, only one student completed the assignment. I felt that this was an important task, a lesson, and a skill for them to work
on, so we decided to do what we were going to do. Today, students have done a much better job of asking the right questions and making the effort they need to complete their tasks. * Parent Engagement: QuickWrites is designed to mean what the name means - it's not a tough task for a student to complete for more than 45 minutes. Perhaps some students have not yet fully grasped how quickly and easily this short paragraph is.
We're confident that in the next few weeks we'll do more with them and students will start to see how simple they really are. I just wanted to let you know that I don't allocate loads of time-intensive ever write assignments to busy tasks, neither do I make them feel overwhelmed - if If you have any questions about your requirements, please feel free to email us. The QuickWrite model has been attached for reference. (*This is not created
by a student, but is a small example of how they can write and still meet the needs of the assignment, with some students currently turning to more than the full page, which is great but not necessary.) Let us play - central idea quizzes.pdf classes: students spent most of their classes at book fairs or PE. We didn't officially take classes, so we'll finish the quiz for homework. Quiz - In addition to reading passages and answering multiple
choice questions, I asked students to support their answers. They can write something that explains their choices or simply highlight the supporting details in the text. Grade 8 - Reasoning Quiz 6.pdf Lessons: We reviewed learning goals and then students returned to the group to work on the assigned section of the Vietnam War reading packet. The group was asked to read and discuss their sections and answer questions that
corresponded to their part of the article. Students worked together (within the group) to verify their understanding and make sure they knew their section well enough to write concisely, but they were able to give a complete summary that they could share with the rest of the class tomorrow. *Students only need to answer questions related to the text section. Section numbers and subtitles can be found in the upper right corner of the
page. Homework: Students were asked to complete a graphic organizer to present information to their class friends tomorrow. Vietnam War questions and notes.pdf: Students were expected to present their own sections of the Vietnam War reading packet. It was not official – students were simply able to share their summary statements and some evidence with their classmates in support of their summary. QuickWrite3.pdf IOABA
Pgs 22-41.pdf Lessons: After reviewing learning objectives, students were introduced to sections 2, 3 and 4 of the Vietnam War Reading Packet (copies can be found in lesson 09/27). Some of each text was read aloud, with the intention of causing students to create a graphic organizer that corresponds to the assigned section of the reading. Unfortunately, students had to create a Section 1 graphic organizer to properly prepare for
the next section. Therefore, the lesson had to be revised, and I asked the students to re-read and write a summary of verse 1. Section 2: Everything Tends to Ruin Section 3: Life, Freedom, Ho Chi Minh Section 4: Homework on the Fall of France: I realedted last weekend's homework to create a graphic organizer for The Chinese Dragon. (Graphic organizers can be found in Sept 30 Homework.). Reasoning Quiz 5 - Grade 8.pdf
Homework: Vietnam Questions and notes, Section 1: Chinese dragon (attached) students had to answer all questions using articles they read in class. Today's quiz was a review .pdf met in this weekend's homework - Chinese Dragon Questions and Notes, The New Year Quiz. If students had done their homework, today's quiz would have been a breeze. *As it turns out, most class members are very upset that they don't know the
meaning of the words on the quiz because only one student in the entire class has done their homework. (Apologies for the strange formatting, this came from Google Slides and the justification is off.) 8A Quiz - Context Clues.pdf Quiz: Context Clues - (instructions are in the attached WS). Students explained what they had to do because they tried to understand the direction. However, due to time constraints, the mission had to be
performed. If they didn't complete the quiz, I asked them to complete it for homework. Lesson: We passed a new learning goal and then looked at the Map of Asia. We had a brief discussion about Vietnam and the surrounding countries. He then delivered the Vietnam War, asked them a few questions and gave them all the sub-title numbers. Homework: I asked them to read the first section, China Dragon, for the first time. Lesson: We
went beyond our learning goals and students were asked to take out verses reading the Vietnam War handed out yesterday. (A copy of this article can be found in Sept. 27 Homework.) I read aloud one subtitle called China Dragon, which stopped after each paragraph so students could write the main door, and they shared a pair of thoughts about their individual gists with the people at their table. Homework: Write at least one
paragraph to tell me what you thought in the mid-unit assessment. Also, do you still feel the need to work, and what do you need help understanding? Quiz/Class: Students Inside Out &amp; I was instructed to do an initial reading of pages 22-41 again - (unknown father through appointment). After reading this part of the novel, they were asked to write a simple point statement for each of them. At the end of this work, they were able to
read quietly in their chosen novels or perform past duties. Homework: Moderate unit evaluation review. Take a look at all the notes and assignments from past lessons. Quiz for 8A - 09_24_19.pdf Lessons: We quickly reviewed the type of information students wrote in their post-it notes during yesterday's gallery walk. The students then gave an intermediate unit assessment. I'm not going to post an interim unit assessment because it's
a timed activity and I need to see how the student answers the question in a specified period of time. 09/23/19Quiss - Back to Basics. I have been receiving many papers that students do not use the first letter of a sentence, or You don't use punctuation. These are skills that students learned in elementary school. Today's quiz simply reminded me that they need to pay attention to these things in order to become good, successful
writers. QuickWrite 2: How is Ha's life affected by when and when he lives? *Students began performing this task on Friday, 09/20, and several students finished the assignment. (Class members have been suspended for class meetings.) Anyone who didn't finish the class was able to ask me a question today, and the class discussion and a little explanation advised me that students could complete their homework assignments and
continue to set them up tomorrow (09/24). Gallery Walk - Only on class assignments. Who are the other groups of students? I was instructed to look around the anchor chart, and I used post-it notes to write down items I couldn't find in my group chart. This was a review for tomorrow's interim unit assessment. Evaluate.
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